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Dear Physical Therapist Educator,

As you know, the practice of physical therapy has been under attack on many fronts recently; one of the most aggressive has been directed toward the physical therapist’s ability to provide manual therapy interventions including nonthrust and thrust mobilization/manipulations. APTA has been working with the American Academy of Orthopaedic Manual Physical Therapists (AAOMPT) and the Education and Orthopaedic Sections of APTA, to develop proactive initiatives to combat these attacks. In early 2003, strategies were developed to heighten awareness among academic and clinical faculty of legislative and regulatory threats to physical therapist use of manipulation in practice and in academic instruction. One of these strategies is to promote dialogue and resource sharing among physical therapy faculty regarding instruction, legislation, and regulation in the area of thrust manipulation. The Manipulation Education Manual (MEM) was developed to support the ongoing efforts in physical therapist education programs to provide appropriate, evidence-based instruction in thrust manipulation.

Educational preparation of physical therapists for the practice of manipulative therapy is often the focal point of arguments made in legislative and regulatory arenas by those attempting to limit our ability to participate in this area. Clearly, all forms of manual therapy, including all grades of mobilization and manipulation therapeutic movements, are within the scope of practice of physical therapy as is reflected in their inclusion in A Normative Model of Physical Therapist Professional Education (APTA, 2004), the evaluative criteria of the Commission on Accreditation in Physical Therapy Education (CAPTE), and the Guide to Physical Therapist Practice (APTA, 2003). The safety and effectiveness of all grades of mobilization/manipulation in physical therapist practice is well documented in the literature, particularly in the area of acute low back pain management. It is our shared goal that all professional educational programs provide strong education based on sound evidence. The evidence supporting physical therapist utilization of mobilization/ manipulation is well documented and underscores the necessity for our profession to be ready to clearly articulate and demonstrate its incorporation in our educational programs.

The enclosed Manipulation Education Manual provides a rich set of resource information that will assist you in enhancing your ongoing curriculum assessment and development in this area. We expect faculty members to find it a valuable resource in several regards. Academic coordinators of clinical education may wish to share materials in the manual with clinical instructors. Orthopedic faculty members will likely find the evidence review and curriculum resource information useful in course development and other aspects of instruction. Information in the manual will also be useful to faculty members who may be called to provide testimony or opinion if regulatory or legislative issues arise in your state. Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact any member of the committee or appropriate staff members at APTA.

Sincerely,

Patricia M King, MA, PT, MTC
Chair, Manipulation Education Committee
APTA Manipulation Task Force

William G Boissonnault, PT, DHSc,
FAAOMPT
Chair, APTA Manipulation Task Force
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Background

Purpose

The purpose of this section is to provide an overview of the activities and information that influenced and supported the development of this manual.
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Introduction

Manipulation Education Committee

The Manipulation Education Committee was organized by the American Physical Therapy Association’s (APTA) Manipulation Task Force in early 2003. The committee was charged to develop and initiate strategies to support and facilitate manipulation instruction in professional physical therapist education programs and to heighten awareness among academic and clinical faculty of legislative and regulatory issues associated with manipulation.

The American Academy of Orthopaedic Manual Physical Therapists (AAOMPT), the Orthopaedic Section, APTA, and the Education Section, APTA, each identified individuals to serve on the committee. The Orthopaedic Section and the AAOMPT provided financial support for the activities of the committee.

The committee first met in June 2003 and agreed to develop a resource packet for academic programs that provided a broad spectrum of information for faculty on the topic of manipulation instruction. In addition, the group identified key groups within the profession to address manipulation instruction such as the Academic Administrators Special Interest Group (AASIG) and the Clinical Education Consortium.

Manipulation Education Manual

The Manipulation Education Manual (MEM) and related activities of the Manipulation Education Committee and the Manipulation Task Force are in place to support the continued development of manipulation instruction in physical therapist education by assisting faculty in their ability to integrate the current best-evidence–based interventions related to manipulation into educational activities. The specific purpose of the MEM is to provide resource information to assist faculty in curriculum planning and academic and clinical teaching related to manipulation.

The Manipulation Education Committee developed the MEM based on the evidence-supported assumption that the inclusion of spinal and extremity mobilization/manipulation in the curriculum of professional physical therapist education programs is appropriate, safe, and ethical. The entire continuum of manipulative procedures, including thrust manipulations, is appropriate for inclusion in the curriculum of professional physical therapist education programs. Evidence for the safety and effectiveness of manipulation in physical therapist practice and education is clear and is reviewed in the latter part of this section of the manual. Compliance with current physical therapist education
program standards as described in *A Normative Model of Physical Therapist Professional Education*\(^1\) and practice standards (*Guide to Physical Therapist Practice*)\(^2\) make it clear that these interventions are appropriate curricular components of physical therapist education.

The committee utilized the following definitions of manual therapy and mobilization/manipulation from the current *Guide to Physical Therapist Practice* and endorses their use in professional education and practice.\(^2\)

Mobilization/manipulation: A manual therapy technique comprising a continuum of skilled passive movements to the joints and/or related soft tissue that are applied at varying speeds and amplitudes, including a small-amplitude/high-velocity therapeutic movement.

The terms manipulation and mobilization are used interchangeably in this document.\(^3\) The committee defined thrust manipulation as “high velocity, low amplitude therapeutic movements within or at end range of motion.” (Manipulation Education Committee, June 2003)

**Legislative and Regulatory Background**

Since 1993, at least 30 state chapters of APTA have had to defend the right of licensed physical therapists to practice manual therapy. The professional education preparation of physical therapists in the area of manipulation is frequently a focal point of arguments put forward by those attempting to remove our right to practice in this area. Therefore, to maintain manipulation as a vital part of the scope of physical therapist practice, physical therapists must be able to demonstrate to legislators that the entire continuum of manipulation procedures are taught as part of the professional education curriculum. Our educational standards as well as our practice guidelines clearly include manipulation. Faculty members are often called upon to provide testimony regarding the education and practice standards for manipulation in physical therapist professional education. One of the goals of distributing this manual is to heighten awareness among faculty of the integral role professional education often plays in legislative and regulatory challenges to manipulation practice.

Additional resources to assist faculty and others in preparing a defense of the position that manipulation is within the scope of physical therapist practice can be obtained by contacting the APTA State Governmental Affairs Department (ask for the APTA *Manipulation Action Packet*) and the APTA Orthopaedic Section (ask for *Manual Manipulative Therapy: A Compendium for Physical Therapists Regarding Practice and Legislative Issues*). Much of the information provided in the aforementioned resources may also be useful to faculty in the development of instructional materials. Regulatory issues that need to be considered when teaching manipulation in physical therapist professional education programs are addressed later in this manual in the Curriculum Resources section (page 11).

**Educational and Practice Standards**

Manual therapy, including mobilization/manipulation, has been a component of physical therapist practice since the inception of the profession.\(^4\) The *Guide to Physical Therapist Practice* makes it clear that manipulation is within the scope of physical therapy practice.\(^2\) *A Normative Model of Physical Therapist Professional Education: Version 2004*\(^4\) includes mobilization/manipulation as an intervention that should be taught in professional physical therapist education. In addition, manual therapy techniques (including manipulation) is a content area currently required by CAPTE to be included in professional physical therapist education programs.\(^5\) While survey data shows that mobilization/manipulation in some form has been included in professional physical therapist curricula since at least the 1970s and has steadily increased,\(^6\) a recent survey suggests that wide variation exists as to the how this content is integrated into physical therapist curricula.\(^7\)
Evidence Supporting Manipulation in Physical Therapist Education Curriculum

In this era of medical cost cutting, reimbursement agencies and other interested parties are demanding evidence-based interventions. Manipulation is a safe and effective clinical intervention, and its safety and effectiveness are not dependent upon the profession of the practitioner applying it or the specific techniques used. Although manipulation has been practiced since the era of Hippocrates, only recently has external evidence in the form of randomized clinical trials supported the safety and efficacy of manipulation. Notably, much of the research supporting the use of spinal manipulation has been conducted by physical therapists.

Evidence Regarding Manipulation Effectiveness

The strongest and most voluminous support for the safe and effective use of manipulation is in the management of patients with acute low back pain (LBP). Spinal manipulation received the highest level of evidence awarded any intervention in the 1994 Agency for Health Care Policy and Research (AHCPR) Guidelines, which was the first clinical practice guideline to recommend the use of manipulation in the care of acute LBP. Since then, a number of other clinical practice guidelines (based on the results of randomized clinical trials and systematic reviews) have been published by various independent agencies with the same conclusion: spinal manipulation is a safe, effective, and recommended intervention in the management of LBP. A summary of the specific findings and recommendations of these can be found on the Web sites listed in the bibliography. Although the results of a recent systematic review were not as strong as the previously mentioned guidelines, research continues and the findings of a recently concluded high-quality clinical trial promises to provide the strongest evidence yet for efficacy. There is also mounting evidence for the use of manipulation in the management of patients with pain in other spinal regions as well as the extremities, although the strength of conclusions about efficacy is not as strong as that for acute LBP at this time.

Epidemiological research shows that individuals with lumbo/pelvic, cervical, shoulder, and knee sprains/strains/conditions represent the largest segment of the patient population seeking outpatient physical therapy services. Research supports the utilization of manipulation for each of these diagnostic groups. The number of graduates expected to work in outpatient settings supports the inclusion of manipulation in the didactic and clinical education experiences of physical therapist students.

Evidence Regarding Manipulation Safety

There is considerable evidence for the safety and effectiveness of manipulation for the treatment of patients with acute low back pain. The risk of cauda equina syndrome from lumbar manipulation has been estimated to be on the order of 1 in 100 million manipulations, whereas the risks associated with nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, the most common competing drug therapy, is many orders of magnitude higher. Indeed, the risk of serious gastrointestinal bleeding from nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs is 1-3 per 1000 and an estimated 76,000 hospitalizations and 7600 deaths (per year) may be attributable to these medications. While there is concern about the use of thrust techniques in the cervical spine, serious complications are still extremely rare (estimated to range from 1 per 400,000 to 3-6 per 10 million) and unlike the lumbar spine literature, a number of reports indicate that nonthrust cervical spine manipulation techniques may be just as effective. No reports of complications exist attributing harm from manipulation of the extremities. As stated by Gordon Waddell, “Orthodox medicine has a long way to go to reduce the rate of serious complications to the order of 1:0.2-1 million. What matters is the balance of the effectiveness versus risk, and that is strongly in favor of manipulation.”
Unfortunately, having evidence that is available does not always result in its implementation. Despite the high number of patients with low-back pain managed by physical therapists in outpatient orthopedic settings, reports of practice patterns both in the US and abroad suggest that spinal manipulation is underutilized by physical therapists. Delitto accurately summarizes the current state of affairs regarding manipulation: “Over the past 10 years, for example, we have seen some very compelling evidence supporting manipulation for patients with acute LBP, yet manipulation is used by physical therapists in typical outpatient settings at a lower-than-expected rate. What seems to be incontrovertible is the fact that evidence exists to support the use of certain treatment procedures for patients with LBP and, like other health care professionals, physical therapists’ behavior, in many cases does not comply with such guidelines.”

**Summary**

In summary, well-designed research has generated evidence supporting the safety and effectiveness of manipulation in physical therapist practice. Evidence is also available supporting the safety and effectiveness of manipulation instruction in the first phase of physical therapist professional education. Physical therapist educational and practice standards support and clarify the inclusion of this intervention in professional education. Considering these facts, physical therapist students must be prepared with the knowledge and skills to practice manipulation if they are expected to practice in an evidence-based manner.

**References**
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**Other Resources**


Curriculum Resources

Purpose

The purpose of this section is to provide information that academic administrators, academic faculty, and clinical faculty can use in the development of curricula, courses, and instructional activities related to manipulation.

An overview of legislative and regulatory issues relevant to manipulation instruction in both the academic and clinical education components of physical therapist professional education is presented at the beginning of this section. Recommended curricular content related to manipulation in didactic, practical, and clinical education components of educational programs is then presented. Sample instructional materials and an instructional resource list are also provided. Recommendations for faculty qualifications, opportunities for faculty development, and resources for identifying qualified faculty are included as well.

By design, thrust manipulation is the focus of the curricular content recommendations presented here consistent with the purpose of this manual. Manipulation is one of many evidence-based interventions physical therapists may select to utilize. The emphasis on manipulation in the curricular information in this manual does not imply that it is the sole intervention of choice for physical therapists, or that it should be used in practice in isolation from other interventions. Manipulation is an intervention with strong evidence for its efficacy, given the appropriate patient/client history and findings, however in physical therapist practice its utilization is integrated with other interventions. The best choices for instructional activities for physical therapists students are those that offer the students opportunity to develop clinical decision-making skills in the integration of manipulation with other interventions as well as to develop technical skill in the application of manipulative procedures.
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Legislative and Regulatory Considerations

Purpose

The purpose of this section is to provide an overview of current and ongoing legislative and regulatory considerations relevant to academic and clinical instruction in manipulation techniques in professional physical therapist degree programs.
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Summary

The primary regulatory consideration in teaching manipulation in physical therapist professional education programs is language related to the use of manipulation by physical therapists in state physical therapy practice acts and in physical therapist licensing board’s rules and regulations. Other
Standards to be considered are CAPTE’s evaluative criteria, the accepted physical therapy scope of practice as defined in APTA documents including the Guide to Physical Therapist Practice and A Normative Model of Physical Therapist Professional Education, and academic freedom rights of university faculty.

Scope of State Practice Regulation

The physical therapist scope of practice is regulated by each state legislature through the passage and regulation of the physical therapy state practice act. Typically, each state practice act includes language that requires the individuals licensed under the physical therapy practice act to be of good moral character, to have graduated from a program accredited by a nationally recognized agency or an agency approved by the state board, and to pass the physical therapy licensure examination.

Classroom and Clinical Physical Therapist Laboratory Instruction

The focus of classroom and clinical physical therapy laboratory instruction is in accordance with meeting CAPTE’s evaluative criteria that includes teaching the scope of physical therapy practice as described in the Guide, Part I: A Description of Patient/Client Management. The terminology used and defined in the Guide is taught and used in physical therapist professional education programs. Regarding manual therapy, this includes nonthrust and thrust mobilization/manipulation interventions.

State and federal laws of free speech and academic freedom also protect academic faculty members. Consultation with university legal counsel regarding the rights and privileges of university faculty is advisable if there are any concerns regarding freedom to include certain aspects of the scope of physical therapist practice in the professional curriculum due to restrictive language in state practice laws and/or regulations.

Clinical Internship Considerations

Clinical internship experiences of student physical therapists are under the direct supervision of licensed physical therapists that serve as clinical instructors (CIs). CIs and students must adhere to the rules and regulations of the state physical therapy practice act regarding both scope of practice and use of accepted terminology to describe that practice in the state where they practice. APTA legal counsel is available to APTA members to assist in interpretation of the practice acts if there is a lack of clarity regarding the scope of physical therapist practice in the state. Additional APTA resources that address questions regarding manipulation regulatory and legislative issues include the APTA Manipulation Action Packet, which can be obtained by contacting APTA Governmental Affairs Department, and the Orthopaedic Section’s Manual Manipulative Therapy: A Compendium for Physical Therapists Regarding Practice and Legislative Issues, that can be obtained by contacting the APTA Orthopaedic Section office (contact information for both the APTA Government Affairs Department and the Orthopaedic Section are provided in the Contact List at the end of this manual).

The terminology used to describe manual therapy and mobilization/manipulation should be standardized in physical therapist professional education to comply with the Guide and other APTA documents. However, some state practice acts limit the use of certain terms to describe manual therapy procedures. It is the responsibility of the CI and student to be aware of and comply with state practice acts in the clinical internship experience. Academic faculty should also prepare students for these issues prior to commencing clinical internships.

Summary

Given CAPTE’s evaluative criteria and the Guide’s description of physical therapist practice, it is reasonable to expect that the continuum of manual therapy procedures, including nonthrust and thrust...
mobilization/manipulation, be taught in all physical therapist professional degree education programs; however, faculty must consider any restrictions placed on academic and/or clinical instruction by existing state law. Academic freedom and freedom of speech rights also protect academic faculty to meet CAPTE evaluative criteria and Guide standards in curriculum development and level of instruction. Clinical instructors and student physical therapists must comply with state practice acts regarding both scope of practice and accepted terminology during instructional activities conducted at clinical internship sites. Further clarification of regulatory issues can be sought by consulting with legal counsel.
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Curricular Content

Purpose

The purpose of this section is to outline the essential elements of a curriculum in manipulation instruction appropriate for physical therapist professional degree programs. Didactic content recommended includes:

1) The history of manipulation; and
2) Theory and principles of manipulation.

Practical instruction in manipulation techniques is a necessary component of a curriculum in manipulation instruction for physical therapists, as is practice of manipulation techniques during clinical education experiences. Guiding commentary related to both practical instruction and clinical education are presented in this section.
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- Manipulation Theory and Principles
- Practical Instruction–Manipulation Techniques
- Clinical Education

History of Manipulation

The history associated with manipulation as an intervention is important foundational information for physical therapist students. An understanding of the origins of: (1) the intervention itself, (2) the various professionals who utilize the intervention, and their philosophical approach, and (3) the relevant definitions and terminology, will help prepare the student to utilize this intervention appropriately. In addition, this knowledge base may help in the understanding of relevant legislative and regulatory issues, again promoting appropriate use of the intervention.

For example, understanding that there is documentation of utilization of manipulation techniques back to the time of Hippocrates should bring to question the claim of any current health profession “owning” or inventing this intervention. Equally important is the knowledge that manipulation has been a part of physical therapist practice since the 1920s and 1930s. The Instructional Resource List contains journal articles and textbooks, authored by physical therapists and physicians, where this association has been made. Information on how to acquire the Compendium offered by the Orthopaedic Section, APTA, which includes information outlining the history of manipulation in detail, is also found in the Instructional Resource List.

A number of professionals, besides physical therapists, provide manipulation as an intervention for their patient populations, including chiropractic, osteopathic, and allopathic practitioners. Understanding the historical and current role manipulation plays in their approach to patient care, and the utilized terminology will facilitate interprofessional communication and promote a better understanding of the published literature authored by non–physical therapists. This knowledge will also lead to an appreciation as to why there have been, and continue to be, legislative battles over this issue.

Lastly, appropriate use of manipulation-related terminology is important for communicating with those within our profession, and also in some states could make the difference between practicing within state regulatory guidelines versus practicing outside the scope of physical therapist practice. For example, the Wisconsin State Physical Therapy Act states: “A physical therapist may not claim that any manipulation service they provide is in any manner a chiropractic adjustment….” Understanding the evolution of the definitions and terminology will give one an appreciation of the influence politics has played historically as physical therapists have struggled to employ an intervention that has been a part of our practice for decades. This manual contains the current recommended terminology related to manipulation and physical therapist practice.
An awareness of the physical therapy professional organizations whose purpose is to promote safe and effective use of manual therapy techniques, including manipulation, is important so students will know what resources are available beyond their academic experience. These organizations include the International Federation of Orthopaedic Manipulative Therapy (IFOMT), the Orthopaedic Section, APTA, and the American Academy of Orthopedic Manual Physical Therapists (AAOMPT). IFOMT, a subgroup of the World Confederation of Physical Therapists (WCPT), was formed in 1966 and meets every 4 years in locations around the world. The Orthopaedic Section, APTA, formed in 1974, has a purpose and function that is broader than just manual therapy issues, but has been a strong proponent of physical therapists providing manual therapy interventions including manipulation since its inception. Lastly, AAOMPT, formed in 1991, provides leadership regarding the professional development of physical therapists and this intervention, and has linked with APTA and the Orthopaedic Section to develop educational and legislative resources and guidelines for the physical therapy profession. Finally, Dr Stanley Paris has published a very informative historical overview of the history of manipulation. This recommended resource was published in the *Journal of Manual and Manipulative Therapy* and provides extensive details regarding all of the issues noted above.

**Example Objectives**

*At the completion of this content, the student will be able to:*

- Describe the origins of manipulation beginning with Hippocrates leading up to the emergence of the osteopathic, chiropractic, and physical therapy professions.
- Compare and contrast the osteopathic, chiropractic, and physical therapy professions in terms of:
  - Underlying patient care philosophy and how this influences the use of manipulation.
  - Terminology, unique and similar to the three professions.
- Select at least three nonphysical therapists and three physical therapists and describe their contributions to the evolution of manipulation and the physical therapy profession.
- Interpret his or her state practice act for language specific to the use of manipulation by physical therapists.

**References**

   
   LaCrosse, WI: Orthopaedic Section, APTA; 2001.

Manipulation Theory and Principles

Theory and principles of manipulation effects, effectiveness, and technical application are described and examined in a variety of texts and articles. The current best evidence regarding effectiveness and safety of thrust and nonthrust manipulations is reviewed in the Background section of this manual (page 7). Courses that include manipulation instruction should include assignments requiring students to engage in searching for the current best evidence supporting or refuting manipulation effectiveness and examining the theoretical rationale for its utilization in the management of the disorders presented. Students should meet learning objectives related to a command of the theory and principles of manipulation prior to technical practice.

Definitions

Language associated with manipulation is often confusing as definitions vary among sources and practitioners. An overview of the various connotations of manipulation language should be addressed in the curriculum and students should be aware of the most current sources utilized in physical therapy. The Guide to Physical Therapist Practice is the preferred reference for definitions related to clinical examination and interventions, including manual therapy. The Guide definitions, as well as most state laws and regulations, do not distinguish among subtypes of manipulations. Some clinicians and some research will distinguish between thrust and nonthrust manipulations, which may be defined in the following way:

Thrust: High velocity, low amplitude therapeutic movement within or at end range of motion.
Nonthrust: Those manipulations that do not involve thrust.

Definitions of terms related to the utilization of manipulation are also found in the glossary of the Orthopedic Manual Physical Therapy Description of Advanced Clinical Practice (OMPT DACP) published by the AAOMPT in 1998. The OMPT DACP is available through the AAOMPT office (see Contact List at the end of the manual).

Safety

Specific safety precautions associated with manipulation in general and manipulation in specific regions such as the cervical spine are, of course, a necessary component of instruction. Students should be competent in making decisions regarding when to utilize manipulation, when to not, and when to refer to a physician or other practitioner based on known signs of safety or other medical concerns. Contraindications associated with the utilization of joint manipulation to date have been based primarily on opinion. In general, manual therapy procedures are contraindicated when motion into a segmental region is contraindicated by the patient examination data collected.

Example Objectives

At the completion of this content, the student will be able to:
• Describe the current evidence-based theories supporting the use of manual therapy interventions.
• State the current accepted definitions associated with manual therapy interventions found in the Guide to Physical Therapist Practice (APTA, 2003).
• Describe risk factors associated with an adverse outcome secondary to the application of manual therapy interventions.
• Identify the clinical symptoms and signs suggesting that manual therapy intervention is contraindicated.
Practical Instruction—Manipulation Techniques

Practical instruction and examination of competency are necessary components of non-thrust and thrust mobilization/manipulation instruction in professional physical therapist education programs. Based on the available literature, instruction should particularly emphasize extremity, thoracic, and lumbo-pelvic techniques across the continuum of mobilization/manipulation techniques. Special emphasis should be given during any instruction in cervical manipulation due to the incidences of vascular compromise associated with thrust techniques in this region. Foremost, amongst the accidents that may occur is stroke from injury to the vertebral arteries.

Examples of practical instructional materials and techniques most commonly selected for instruction are provided in the Sample Instructional and Evaluative Materials that follow in this manual (page 21). Sample criteria sheets that can be utilized during practical examination are also found in that section.

Faculty/ Student Ratio Recommendations

CAPTE requires that the core faculty “is sufficient in number and possesses the expertise to assure instructional design, content delivery and curricular evaluation.” Furthermore, CAPTE states that “the complexity of the material being taught, the teaching methodology being used, the number of students per class, and the experience of the core faculty members must be considered when planning for a sufficient number of core faculty.” The Manipulation Education Committee recommends a maximum of 15:1 student to faculty ratio, with a preferred ratio of 10:1 during practical instruction in manipulation.

Sample Learning Objectives for Practical Instruction (including related clinical decision making)

The student will:
1. Demonstrate competence in both performing and interpreting examination procedures appropriate for physical therapy management and prevention of musculoskeletal disorders of the extremities and spine including manual therapy examination procedures.
2. Demonstrate competence in both the technical application and in the interpretation of response to physical therapy interventions utilized in the management of musculoskeletal disorders of the extremities and spine, including non-thrust and thrust mobilization/manipulation interventions.

Clinical Education

Role of Clinical Faculty

Clinical faculty (CIs) are a contracted extension of the academic institution and therefore are expected to provide opportunities for the student to develop skills across the manual therapy spectrum, as allowed and appropriate for the patient population at the facility, the skills of the CI, and state regulations. Adequate instruction from a properly qualified CI is a continuum of the academic program’s instruction and is essential in students’ development of skill in the utilization of all types of manipulation techniques. Given the appropriate academic background and guided practice, students can be expected to perform manipulations safely and effectively.

Regulatory Restrictions

State laws related to the practice of mobilizations/manipulations vary including a few states restricting physical therapists from utilizing spinal manipulation interventions. Indiana, North Carolina, and Puerto Rico preclude physical therapists from performing manipulation of the spine, unless prescribed by a physician. Washington State prohibits spinal manipulations or advertisements
of manipulations by a physical therapist with or without a physician’s referral. Florida has adopted a statute stating that physical therapy practitioners are not authorized to practice chiropractic medicine, including specific spinal manipulation. In Wisconsin, a physical therapist may not claim that any manipulation service is in any manner a chiropractic adjustment that is employed to correct a spinal subluxation. Arkansas, Iowa, Minnesota, Nevada, Utah, and Washington also have some restriction on the practice specified in law. (Virginia Board of Medicine, Department of Health Professions, Study of Spinal Manipulation, www.dhp.state.va.us/PhysicalTherapy/). Information presented here reflects the status of state laws at the time of publication; State regulatory agencies should be contacted for accurate state by state information.

If the state has specific language related to the use of manipulation, the student should be asked by the CI to read the relevant language. To access state regulations, go to the Federation of State Boards of Physical Therapy Web site (www.fsbpt.org) and click on the link “Directory of State Boards.” Then select the state for which you want to read the state practice act for specific restrictions or regulations. It may be easiest to contact someone in the state who is familiar with the law for physical therapists. Contact information is on each state Web site.

Clinical Performance Objectives

The following is a suggested progression for instruction in manual therapy techniques for the physical therapist student. As in all areas of physical therapist practice, CI’s are encouraged to seek continuing education in manual therapy to attain current information and skill that supports their ability to safely, effectively, and efficiently assist the physical therapist student in this area of skill development. The CCCE and the CI should identify the manual therapy skills taught to the student through information provided by the academic institution. The Normative Model provides an example of Terminal Behavioral Objectives that are appropriate for the manual therapy education (cognitive, psychomotor) the student received in the curriculum:

At the completion of the content, the student will be able to select, perform specific tests, and obtain measures for joint integrity and mobility, range of motion, pain, and posture (Normative Model Version 2004, pages 46, 140-142), which may include those that characterize or quantify:
- Joint integrity and mobility.
- Joint play movements, including end feel (all joints of the axial and appendicular skeletal system).
- Functional ROM.
- Joint active and passive movement.
- Muscle length, soft tissue extensibility, and flexibility.
- Pain, soreness, and nociception.
- Pain in specific body parts.
- Postural alignment and position (static and dynamic), including symmetry and deviation from midline.
- Specific body parts.

At the completion of the content, the student will be able to select and safely perform interventions including manual therapy techniques (Normative Model, pp. 60, 146) that may include those that characterize or quantify:
- Manual traction.
- Massage:
  - Connective tissue
  - Therapeutic massage
- Mobilization/manipulation:
  - Soft tissue (thrust and nonthrust)
  - Spinal and peripheral joints (thrust and nonthrust)
- Passive range of motion.
Clinical Instruction and Documentation of Student Performance

The CI should use progressive questioning of the student on the theory of, indications of, and contraindications of use of manipulations. Once the CI is comfortable with the cognitive abilities of the student, the CI should provide opportunities to practice manipulations in safe and progressive fashion, and offer feedback on the skill performance and critical-thinking process.

There are at least nine performance criteria in the Physical Therapist Clinical Performance Instrument (CPI) that give guidance to the CI for the purposes of evaluating the manual therapy skills of the student across all domains (cognitive, psychomotor, affective). The list below identifies the criteria that can be used to examine and evaluate the manual therapy skills of the student. These are the same criteria that are used to evaluate the clinical performance of the student in all areas of the clinical experience.

- Safety (#1)
- Legal practice standards (#5)
- Critical inquiry and the use of logic and evidence in practice (#9)
- Performance of the examination (#11)
- Evaluation of findings (includes diagnosis and prognosis) (#12)
- Design of the plan of care (#13)
- Performance of interventions (#14)
- Education of the patient/client and others (#15)
- Self-directed plan for learning manual therapy (#23)

It is critical that CIs provide documentation to support the skill (cognitive, psychomotor) level of the student. The Normative Model provides examples of Instructional Objectives that are appropriate for the clinical education component.

- Perform an examination of a patient/client within a prescribed amount of time.
- Conduct a patient/client, family, or caregiver interview that contributes to the formulation of the differential diagnosis.
- Perform tests and measures efficiently.
- Provide a rationale for the choice of tests and measures selected.
- Collect information from laboratory and diagnostic tests as part of the examination.
- Collect patient/client pharmacological history as part of the examination.
- Ensure the safety of the patient/client throughout the clinical intervention.
- Assess patient/client response to the intervention and modify accordingly.
- Provide mobilization/manipulation intervention, including thrust, for a patient/client with adhesive capsulitis (can substitute varying appropriate diagnoses).

Additional samples of appropriate Terminal Behavioral Objectives are provided below.

The student will identify physical therapy interventions for a patient/client who presents with a spinal or extremity disorder by:

a. Explaining the theory of manipulation including:
   i. Defining the terms mobilization, manipulation, nonthrust (grades I-IV), and thrust.
   ii. Explaining the mechanical, neurophysiological, psychological, and chemical effects of manipulation.

b. Discussing indications for various types of manipulative treatments for the extremities and spine including, but not limited to, thrust.

c. Discussing absolute/relative contraindications and precautions for manipulative techniques including, but not limited to, thrust.
d. Distinguishing whether thrust or nonthrust techniques should be utilized, given a patient’s case.
e. Demonstrating safe and effective manipulation techniques for the extremities, cervical, thoracic, lumbar, and sacroiliac dysfunctions.
f. Interpreting responses to treatment and making appropriate recommendations for modification.
Sample Instructional and Evaluative Materials

Purpose

- Sample instructional materials are provided to assist faculty members during design and modification of curricula and courses.
- This section is not intended to serve as a model curriculum nor does the Manipulation Education Committee endorse any particular curricular model or method.
- Sample materials are intended as resources for faculty to utilize as appropriate and needed within an individual institution’s curricular philosophy.
- A bibliography is provided in the Instructional Resource List (page 40).
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Course Syllabi Development

Sample Course Description

Recommendation:
The courses that integrate manipulation should include a statement clearly identifying that the course includes examination and intervention techniques including thrust and nonthrust manipulations.

Example:
This course will focus on the principles and techniques necessary to perform a competent physical therapy examination and intervention program for common musculoskeletal dysfunctions of the upper extremities, lower extremities, and spine, including thrust and nonthrust manipulations.

Sample Course Objectives

Recommendation:
Address both thrust and nonthrust manipulations in course objectives as well in individual lecture and lab objectives.

Examples:
1. The student will perform a competent examination including interviewing the client to assess the history of the injury/pathology, interviewing the client to assess pain, and outlining the sequence of tests and measures used in a spinal objective examination (structural assessment, active motion assessment, spinal screening, palpation for tissue condition, palpation for bony landmark position, palpation for passive intervertebral motion (PIVM), accessory motion testing, upper quarter and/or lower quarter screening, special tests, neurological testing, and gait).
2. The student will perform a physical therapy evaluation for a patient who presents with a spinal disorder by:
   a. Determining an appropriate physical therapy diagnosis based on examination findings.
   b. Determining an appropriate prognosis based on examination findings.
   c. Identifying a plan of care that includes specific interventions, problem list, short-term goals (STG), and long-term goals (LTG based on examination findings.
   d. Documenting the evaluation for a given patient problem.

3. The student will identify physical therapy interventions for a patient who presents with a spinal disorder by:
   a. Explaining the theory of manipulation including
      i. Defining the terms mobilization, manipulation, nonthrust (grades IIV), and thrust.
      ii. The mechanical, neurophysiological, psychological, and chemical effects of manipulation.
   b. Discussing indications for various types of manipulative treatments for the extremities and spine including, but not limited to, thrust.
   c. Discussing absolute/relative contraindications and precautions for manipulative techniques including, but not limited to, thrust.
   d. Distinguishing whether thrust or nonthrust techniques should be utilized, given a patient case.
   e. Demonstrating safe and effective manipulation techniques for the extremities, cervical, thoracic, lumbar, and sacroiliac dysfunctions; interpreting response to treatment; and make appropriate recommendations for modification.

Organizing and Sequencing Course Content

Recommendation:
As in other areas of physical therapy practice, it is recommended to provide instruction in examination principles prior to instruction in intervention application. Examination principles of manual therapy and manipulation precede instruction in the technical skill of manipulation in the recommended sequence (see example below).

Example:
Content Sequence
   - Principles of Orthopedic Examination
   - Introduction to Manual Therapy
   - Spinal Manipulation–History, theory, evidence, legislative issues
   - Classification of Techniques
   - Contraindications and Precautions
   - Examination of the Patient
   - Exercise for Developing Technical Skill
   - Upper and/or lower extremity lecture and lab material, with guided practice for developing technical skill
   - Spine lecture and lab material
   - Written and practical examinations–midterm and final

Sample Course Syllabus #1: Spine Course

Dates: 2nd Semester
Professor:
Location:
Times: Lecture, laboratories, student presentations, and patient contacts are scheduled over approximately 72 classroom and laboratory periods. The tentative schedule is on page X of the syllabus. When possible, additional instructors will be present for the laboratory sessions.
Description: This course consists of a combination of lectures, demonstrations, required readings with discussion, and small group laboratory sessions. An emphasis of the course will be on applying evidenced-based practice in all areas of spinal management. Where little evidence exists, a pragmatic approach integrating basic principles of biomechanics and pathokinesiology will be used. A minimum of one-half of the course will be devoted to carefully monitored laboratory palpation, examination, and intervention sessions. An introduction to the biomechanics, kinesiology, and specific terminology of spinal movement will be provided and you will be expected to have a solid grasp of these components. An integrated model of physical therapy examination and evaluation of spinal disorders will be presented. A physical therapy management approach of manual therapy (muscle energy techniques, mobilization, and manipulation) combined with patient education and exercise will build upon the models previously presented in your physical agents and the lower extremity courses. This second semester will place greater emphasis on spinal examination and diagnosis processes. When you return after your first full-time clinical experience, we will continue with more advanced manipulative intervention options as part of your physical rehabilitation course.

Objectives:

At the completion of this course, the student will be able to:

1. Define and discuss the selected terms related to spinal disorders.
2. Discuss the history of LBP in this country using the terminology of impairment, functional limitation, and disability.
3. Define illness behavior.
5. List treatment options based on clinical trials that have been found to be effective in the management of LBP.
6. List red flags used to detect serious spinal pathology.
7. Discuss the potential causes, signs, and symptoms of spinal nonmusculoskeletal disorders that require referral to other health care professionals.
   - Ankylosing Spondylitis
   - Reiter’s Syndrome
   - Rheumatoid Arthritis
   - Diffuse Idiopathic Skeletal Hyperostosis (DISH)
   - Fibrositis ( Fibromyalgia)
   - Spondylolysis
   - Spondylolisthesis
   - Spinal Stenosis
   - HNP
   - Herpes Zoster
   - Sacroiliac Lipoma
   - Degenerative Disk Disease
   - Myelopathy
   - Radiculopathy
8. Discuss the structure and function of the intervertebral disc.
9. Describe the intervertebral and apophyseal articulations of the spine.
10. Discuss each region of the spine in terms of normal functional motion.
11. Discuss biomechanics of the spine as a rationale for instruction in proper lifting techniques and postural education.
12. Given a patient with complaints of spinal pain, perform a thorough history and examination. Determine a physical therapy diagnosis and prognosis. Design and document correctly a comprehensive physical therapy intervention strategy. Identify factors that may influence compliance (biological, social, cognitive, cultural, or psychological).
13. Given a history and examination findings of an individual with low back problems, correctly classify the patient based on a treatment-based classification model.
14. Perform correctly selected manual therapy techniques (to include muscle energy technique and nonthrust and thrust mobilization/manipulation) to the spine.
15. Based on the Guide to Physical Therapist Practice (APTA; 2003) discuss primary prevention and risk factor identification in Preferred Practice Patterns for Impaired Posture and Impaired
Joint Mobility, Motor Function, Muscle Performance, Range of Motion, and Reflex Integrity Associated with Spinal Disorders.

16. Discuss the flexion and/or extension exercise principles to include the plausibility of the anatomical/mechanical rationale for use, the indications and contraindications for use, and list the exercises involved.

17. Given a patient, real or simulated, who is a candidate for spinal exercises, instruct and monitor performance.

18. Describe/demonstrate selected exercise routines for the spine and state your rationale for using each specific exercise.

19. Discuss the therapeutic application of cervical and lumbar spinal traction. List the conditions for which spinal traction is indicated and describe the therapeutic benefit. Discuss alternate ways to unload the spine.

20. State the reason(s) where spinal traction is contraindicated in specific pathologies.

21. Demonstrate and/or correctly set up a simulated patient on cervical and/or lumbar traction.

22. Discuss static and dynamic posture.

23. Describe "standing posture" in the sagittal, horizontal, and frontal (anterior and posterior views) planes in reference to a plumb line.

24. Perform a postural evaluation on a subject/patient, recognize deviations, and state possible causes for these deviations.

25. Discuss scoliosis. Differentiate between structural and nonstructural scoliosis.

26. Describe the model of neutral and nonneutral mechanical coupling (rotation and sidebending) and contrast the different spinal regions.

27. Discuss segmental dysfunction in terms of both positional and motion restriction terminology.

28. Define mobilization, muscle energy technique, and high-velocity thrust (manipulation) technique.

29. Given a body chart with referred pain of potential radicular origin, state the root level of involvement.

30. State the innervation of typical muscles tested (manual muscle test [MMT] and reflex) on the neuromotor screen.

31. Given the name of a special test, state the purpose, describe the test and the reliability, validity, and diagnostic accuracy of the test.

**Evidence-Based Review: Critical Appraisal Assignments**

You are required to coherently present diagnostic methods and intervention strategies or techniques for patients with spinal disorders. These disorders may be described via a classic disease or tissue model; however, you need to draw the link to physical therapy in terms of an impairment or the disablement model and physical therapy treatment. *In other words, what are the “key impairments” that result from these disorders, and how can you, as a physical therapist, address these.* Think of this as providing a targeted mini in-service on the assigned topic. It should be concise and targeted to your audience of fellow therapists. At least 5 minutes of your oral presentation should emphasize why these topics are relevant to physical therapy. Evidence for treatment approaches should be documented via clinical trials or other clinical research if available; if not, it should be stated why this approach is suggested.

**Assignments**

Select a topic from the following list. You will be working in groups of 2-3 for these assignments.

1. Pregnancy and LBP
2. Adverse Neurodynamics (LBP)
3. Nonsurgical Management of Scoliosis
4. Centralization Phenomenon
5. Lumbar Spinal Disectomy/Laminectomy
6. Cervical Spine Instability
Written assignment: Working in groups of three, write a 4-6 page typed paper. The style of the paper should be in any format you feel can be readily used in the clinic. Make it user-friendly since your classmates will all receive copies as reference material. The use of simple diagrams and flow charts is encouraged. Briefly cover the etiology, symptoms, functional movement presentation, diagnosis, treatment options (surgical/nonsurgical), possible complications, precautions, prognosis, and the appropriate physical therapy intervention (physical therapy is the focus of this assignment, so emphasis should be on physical therapy relevance or implications). Not all areas may apply to all topics, so please ask if you have any questions. A minimum of 10 references (at least six coming from peer-reviewed journals) are required to support your paper. Most of these should be within the last 5 years. References must be listed IAW the current PT or JOSPT style. **IN ADDITION, you must include the key words and search strategy you used for finding this information. In particular, the start of your paper and presentation should look something like this:**

- DATABASE–CINAHL and MEDLINE, etc.
- SEARCH TERMS-spine, pain, rehabilitation, etc.

Be prepared to demonstrate your search strategy during the lecture portion of your presentation.

Oral assignment: Each group of students will have 20 minutes (15-minute presentation, 5 minutes for questions). All students should present a portion of the talk. The use of audiovisual aids is strongly encouraged. However, I am more interested in content, not fluff, a wowing presentation of bells and whistles does not make up for the lack of up-to-date data and relevant content. You should develop a Power Point® presentation on your laptop or home PC and load it on the classroom computer for presentation. Fifteen minutes will go quickly, so plan and practice your presentation carefully.

Sample Course Syllabus #2: Upper Extremity Course

Description: This course is designed to introduce the professional physical therapist to manual therapy techniques relevant to examination, evaluation, and management of upper-extremity pathology. The evidence for upper-extremity manual techniques will be presented and discussed. Techniques and clinical decision making rational for mobilization and thrust procedures will be presented, discussed, and taught. Extensive lab periods will focus on the hands-on evaluation, diagnosis, and selected manual treatment technique(s) using the impairment-based model. Concepts of regional interdependence will be discussed to include upper-quarter screening and the influence of the cervical and thoracic spine on upper-extremity pain and dysfunction. Exercise prescription and patient education will be taught as an adjunct to manual therapy techniques.

Objectives:

*At the completion of this course the student will be able to:*
1. Discuss the indications and contraindications to the application of nonthrust and thrust mobilization/manipulation techniques.
2. Discuss the evidence supporting manual therapy for the upper extremity.
3. Perform a thorough musculoskeletal exam, to include history and physical examination, of the upper quarter in order to screen for serious pathology.
4. Perform a thorough musculoskeletal examination on the shoulder, elbow, wrist, and hand, establish impairments and diagnosis, and recommend the proper manual techniques based on the impairment-based model.
5. Perform hands-on manual therapy techniques to address the specific impairments, to include specific technique for the joint impairment with grade I-V mobilization/manipulations.
6. Provide patient education and a home exercise program to specifically enhance the treatment technique.
Practical Instruction

Purpose

The purpose of this section is to provide sample instructional materials appropriate for use during laboratory instruction in nonthrust and thrust manipulation techniques. Faculty are encouraged to utilized all or parts of the samples provided (there are no copyright restrictions in place).

The techniques shown in the sample materials are appropriate for instruction in professional physical therapist degree programs. The techniques shown in this section are not, however, considered an inclusive compilation of techniques appropriate for instruction at this level, but rather examples of techniques and handouts appropriate for practical instruction. There are many references and resources available to academic faculty to support practical instruction (see Instructional Resource List) which faculty can use to supplement the sample material provided here.
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Sample Lab Handout #1: Technique Instruction for Lumbar Spine Neutral “Gapping” Manipulation

Lumbar Spine Neutral “Gapping” Manipulation

- Flex the top leg until you first begin to palpate at L4-L5 interspace; place the patient’s foot in the popliteal fossa as shown.
- Grasp the patient’s right arm and shoulder and induce right sidebending and left rotation until you begin to palpate motion at the L4-L5 interspace.
- Place your left thumb on the left side of the L4 SP and position the patient’s arms around your left arm.
- While maintaining your setup, log roll the patient towards you.
- While monitoring the right side of the L5 SP, use your right arm to induce a high-velocity, low amplitude (HVLA) thrust in an anterior direction.
Sample Lab Handout #2: Technique Instruction for Gapping Left L4-L5 Lumbar Spine Flexion (Opening) Manipulation

Gap Left L4-L5 Lumbar Spine Flexion (Opening) Manipulation

- Flex the top leg until you first begin to palpate motion at L3-L4 motion segment; place the foot in the popliteal fossa as shown.
- Flex the upper body down until you begin to palpate motion at the L3-L4 motion segment.
- Rotate the upper trunk to the right until you begin to palpate motion at the L3-L4 motion segment.
- Place your right thumb on the right side of the L4 SP and position the patient’s arms around your right arm.
- Log roll the patient towards you.
- While monitoring to the left of the L4 SP, use your left arm and body to induce Open Left L3-L4.
Sample Lab Handout #3: Technique Instruction for Sidelying Lumbar Rotation with locking Manipulation

**Purpose:** To manipulate a specific lumbar segment (L1-L2 through L5-S1) into rotation.

**Patient position:** Sidelying, facing the therapist.

**Therapist position:** Standing next to the patient.

**Hand placement:** Caudal hand: the pad of the long finger contacts the bottom side of the spinous process of the caudal member of the segment. Cranial hand: the pad of the long finger contacts the top side of the spinous process of the cranial member of the segment.
Sample Lab Handout #3 (Continued)

Procedure: Position the patient in left sidelying with the bottom leg in approximately 30 degrees of hip and knee flexion. Use the PIVM technique described previously to forward bend the lumbar spine up to the segment to be manipulated and then extend the hip and spine slightly. Once that point is reached, “hook” the top leg onto the bottom leg (eg, rest the top leg on the table so that the foot is resting behind the knee of the bottom leg). Switch the position of the hands, so that the pad of the third digit of the caudal hand is now palpating the interspinous space of the specified segment and the second digit is palpating one segment above. Rotate the spine to include the segment superior to the segment to be manipulated, but not to include the segment to be manipulated. Do this by pulling the patient’s bottom arm (from proximal to the elbow) in a forward and upward rotary motion with the cranial hand. Loosely fold the patient’s arms across the patient’s chest. Slide the cranial hand underneath the patient’s top arm and use the pad of the long finger to contact the top side of the spinous process of the cranial member of the segment. Use the pad of the long finger of the caudal hand to contact the bottom side of the spinous process of the caudal member of the segment. Use the cranial leg to step in towards the patient so that the caudal leg leaves the ground and the knee on the patient’s upper leg slides down the thigh of the caudal leg. Use the forearms (contacting the patient’s right anterior shoulder and chest and the right posterior hip and pelvis) to take up the slack and induce right rotation of the specified segment. Coordinate the manipulation with the patient’s breathing, progressively oscillating into more rotation each time. Repeat through approximately three breathing cycles. De-rotate the spine and retest forward bending of the specified segment. To manipulate a lumbar segment into left rotation, repeat the procedure with the patient positioned in right sidelying.

Notes: Indications for use of the right rotation manipulation technique are: decreased right rotation, decreased left sidebending, and/or decreased forward bending of a specific lumbar segment (L1-L2 through L5-S1). Indications for use of the left rotation manipulation technique are: decreased left rotation, decreased right sidebending, and/or decreased forward bending of a specific lumbar segment (L1-L2 through L5-S1). This is a vigorous patients with a minimal reactivity level. This technique is best performed as a progressive oscillation and combined with deep breathing for mechanical effects. It can also easily be modified as a high velocity thrust or an isometric manipulation. This technique may be contraindicated in patients with severe disc involvement or unstable spondylolisthesis.
Sample Lab Handout #4: Technique Instruction for Thoracic Supine Rotation Manipulation

**Purpose:** To manipulate a specific thoracic segment (T3-T4 though T11-T12) into rotation.

**Patient position:** Supine.

**Therapist position:** Standing next to the patient.

**Hand placement:** Caudal hand: Place thenar eminence on the transverse process of the caudal member of the segment. Place the dorsal aspect of the middle phalanx of the third digit on the transverse process of the cranial member of the segment. Cranial hand: Use hand and forearm to support the patient’s upper body, head, and neck.

**Procedure:** Fold the patient’s arms across the chest. The arm closest to the therapist should be crossed underneath. Standing on the patient’s left side, use the cranial hand to reach under the patient’s shoulders and support the upper body. Use the cranial hand to roll the patient slightly towards the left side and use the index finger of the caudal hand to palpate the specified segment. Once the segment is located, flex both the DIP and PIP joints of the long finger of the caudal hand. Place the dorsal aspect of the middle phalanx of the third digit on the left transverse process of the cranial member of the segment. Place the thenar eminence of the caudal hand on the right transverse process of the caudal member of the segment. Gently roll the patient back into the supine position and oscillate the segment. Coordinate the manipulation with the patient’s breathing, progressively oscillating into slightly more rotation each time. Repeat through approximately three breathing cycles. Upon completion of the manipulation, retest right rotation.

To manipulate the segment into left rotation, stand on the patient’s right side and repeat the procedure contacting the right transverse process of the cranial member of the segment and the left transverse process of the caudal member of the segment. Upon completion of the manipulation, retest left rotation.

**Notes:** Indication for use of this technique is decreased rotation of a specific thoracic segment (T3-T4 through T11-T12). The procedure can be performed using the cranial hand to contact the segment (using the same contact points described above). This modification prevents the therapist from reaching around the patient to perform the technique. Flex the long finger of the caudal hand (or cranial hand if using the modified technique) around a washcloth or pillowcase to protect the joints from hyperflexion. The procedure can be performed with the patient’s arms folded across a pillow. This technique follows the rule of the lower finger, which states: The direction of the rotation is the same as the side of the lower finger (e.g., if the lower finger is on the right side, right rotation is being induced). This technique is commonly used to induce a high-velocity thrust manipulation or as a progressive oscillation.
Sample Lab Handout #5: Technique Instruction for SI Region Manipulation

- Translate the pelvis towards you and maximally sidebend the patient’s lower extremities and trunk to the right.
- Without losing the right sidebending, lift and rotate the trunk so the patient rests on their left shoulder.
- Contact the patient’s right ASIS and lateral ilium using a broad comfortable contact with your left hand.
- Grasp the top shoulder and scapula with your right hand and rotate the trunk to the left while maintaining the right side-bending.
- Once the right ASIS starts to elevate perform a smooth high-velocity, low-amplitude thrust in an anterior to posterior direction.

**Indications**
Flynn and colleagues\(^1\) found that subjects who had the following examination findings responded with success to this particular manipulation:

- Fear Avoidance Behavior Questionnaire work subscale score <18.
- Duration of symptoms 15 days or less.
- No symptoms distal to the knee.
- Lumbar spine hypomobility at any level.
- Either hip with greater than 35 degrees of internal rotation.

Successful response to the manipulation was defined by a 50% reduction in the Oswestry score in less than 5 days: Patients with 4 or more of these findings have a high likelihood of dramatic success. These subjects had severe LBP with Oswestry scores >30 but did not have significant sensory and/or motor loss. While the 4 or more findings predicted dramatic success, patients with fewer findings may respond more favorably than the passage of time. This clinical prediction rule has recently been validated by Childs using a different sample of patients and clinicians.\(^2\)

**References**
Sample Practical Examinations

Recommendation

Students are asked to apply principles of biomechanics to safely perform the appropriate axial and/or appendicular manipulation technique (thrust and nonthrust) for a given case scenario. Inclusion of opportunities to assess the students’ ability to make clinical decisions regarding the integration of manipulation techniques with other physical therapy interventions during practical examination is recommended.

Sample Practical Examination #1

Skilled Procedure: ______________________
___ Patient’s body and extremity position
___ Therapist body mechanics
___ Therapist hand placement-manipulating hand
___ Therapist hand placement-stabilizing hand
___ Direction of forces
___ Intensity and velocity of forces applied by therapist
___ Correct technique performed for patient problem
___ Monitor patient’s response to the procedure (pretest, posttest, feedback)
___ Documentation
___ Professionalism-projects professional image
___ Patient-Therapist Interaction: prepare patient and monitor response
___ Communication: clear and concise with appropriate terminology
___ Effective use of time and resources

Safety ____ Pass ____ Fail

Sample Practical Examination #2

Part 1: Clinical Knowledge and Decision Making (30 points)
___ Category Comments Points (5)
___ Chief Complaint and Symptom (5)
___ Behavior (5)
___ Visual Observation (5)
___ Differential Dx Considerations (5)
___ Expected STT Findings (5)

Part 2: Examination Technique (40 points)
___ Appropriate STT Selected (10)
___ Appropriate Special Tests Selected (10)

Demonstration (20)
___ Patient position (1)
___ PT position/ergonomics (1)
___ PT-patient communication (3)
Part 3: Intervention Technique (40 points)
___ Appropriate Technique Selection and Interpretation (10)

Technique Demo 1 (20)
___ PT Position (2)
___ Patient Position (2)
___ PT-Patient Communication (3)
___ Direction of Force (3)
___ Control and Amount of Force (3)
___ Appropriate Modification (3)
___ Follow-up Instructions (2)
___ Other Aspects of Technique (2)

Technique Demo 2 (30 points)
___ Grade 1-4 Oscillations (5)
___ Grade 1-3 Distraction (5)
___ Thrust (20-using criteria above)

Safety ______ Pass ______ Fail

Comments:

Sample Practical Examination #3

Practical Examination Grading Sheet

Case Study#: _______ Examiner Name: ____________
Student PT: _______ Date: _______ Examiner: (X/70) Total: (X/75)
History: (X/10 Points)

Introduction Patient Profile Chief Complaint
Body Chart! Present History/Past History
Aggravating/Easing Factors 24-Hour Behavior
Special Red Flag Questions
Questioning Adequate, Appropriate, Clear
OSWESTRY SCORE; NDI; FABQ

Initial Hypothesis (X/5 Points)
Question the student on his or her working hypothesis and how he or she is planning the physical examination.
Physical Examination (X/25 Points)
Question student on the below. Scoring will be taking from the written note.

Diagnosis (X/2 Points) (**From NOTE-Instructor Grades)
Global and Segmental
Impairments (ie, flexion or extension limitations).
Structure(s) (ie, SI, lumbar, hip, and segmental level).

Prognosis (X/1 Points) (**From NOTE-Instructor Grades)
Problem List and Goals (objective, measurable, time-related, realistic)
Two (2) short-term and Two (2) long-term

Intervention (X/2 Total points for area) (**From NOTE-Instructor Grades)
Specific Treatment Plan and Parameters as Applicable
Exercise/Home Program (include active, passive, resistive; reps; frequency; specific names of exercises or direction of movements); Patient Education; Physical Agents; Referral; Manual Therapy.

Professional Demeanor _______Pass _______Fail

Safe Practice (Pass/Fail)
____ Failure to clear with neuromotor screen if warranted
____ Safety (failure to pick up red flags)
____ Proper therapist body mechanics
____ Proper positioning of patient during tests

The history and physical examination should be systematic in nature and avoid multiple changes in position. That is why we practiced the sequence of the physical examination. The overall quality and proficiency of the examination is taken into account on the scoring.

Manual Therapy and Exercise: Manipulation, Mobilization, or Muscle Energy Technique (X/20 Total points for area)
You are required to demonstrate with reasonable proficiency and using appropriate spinal mechanics at least four muscle energy or manipulation techniques. You will be given a movement restriction.
You will then set your partner up correctly and perform the technique.
1. Anterior Innominate/ SI Region Manipulation
2. Unilateral PA or Central PA Thoracic/Lumbar Mobilization
3. Flexion/Opening/Neutral Gapping Restriction Lumbar Manipulation
4. Extension Restriction Lumbar Manipulation
5. Flexion Restriction Thoracic (Supine) Manipulation
6. Extension Restriction Thoracic (Prone) Manipulation
7. Flexion Restriction Cervical MET or Mobilization
8. Extension Restriction Cervical MET or Mobilization
9. AA Restriction Upper Cervical MET or Mobilization
10. OA Flexion Restriction Upper Cervical MET or Mobilization

Exercise Instruction (X/10 Total points for area)
1. You are required to demonstrate with reasonable proficiency and using appropriate spinal mechanics at least two exercises to stretch or strengthen a particular muscle group. You will be given a movement weakness or restriction and then you will set your partner up correctly and perform the technique. (Figures and page numbers from: Greenman PE. Principles of Manual Medicine. 3rd ed. Philadelphia, Pa: Williams and Wilkins, 2003.)
Sample Practical Examination #4: Midterm Spinal Examination

1. The patient is a 45-year-old male with complaints of right-sided cervical spine pain with radiation into the right occipital and ocular areas. The pain is provoked with right rotation and/or backward bending of the cervical spine. Patient denies numbness, tingling, or pain in the upper extremities.

Perform four passive intervertebral motion and muscle length assessments appropriate for this patient to determine impairments contributing to his spinal reports. Document the results.

2. A 36-year-old female reports right midthoracic area pain that is provoked with deep breathing and rotation of her thorax to the left. Pain is worse toward the end of the day, especially after working at her computer station at work. Pain is relieved with resting in a supported position.

Perform four passive intervertebral motion assessments and ergonomic workstation evaluation as appropriate for this patient. Document the results.

3. A 45-year-old male with a long history of lower back pain of gradually increasing frequency and gradually increasing severity reports a recent flair up of his condition that includes right lower back pain with radiation of pain down the back of the leg to the calf. The leg pain is provoked with sitting and driving.

Perform four examination procedures to determine the cause of this patient’s symptoms. Describe the measurement characteristics (sensitivity, specificity, and likelihood ratios) of two tests used in the evaluation of lumbar radiculopathy. Perform a passive intervertebral motion test at two levels. Document the results.

4. An 80-year-old female reports acute onset lower thoracic area pain that is now worse after being in the standing or sitting position for greater than 1 hour and relieved with side lying position. What additional diagnostic imaging study is likely warranted in this patient?

5. A 55-year-old male reports pain at the area of the right posterior lateral cervical spine and right posterior lateral aspect of the shoulder and upper arm to the elbow. Pain is provoked with computer work, yard work, and overhead reaching. Active cervical range of motion is 80% left rotation, 50% right rotation with provocation of pain, 80% forward bending, 80% right side-bending, and 50% left side-bending.
6. Describe the measurement characteristics (sensitivity, specificity, and likelihood ratios) of two tests used in the evaluation of cervical radiculopathy. Perform a passive intervertebral motion test at two levels. Document the results.

Sample Practical Examination #5: Final–Spinal Manipulation and Exercise

1. A 45-year-old male reports right-sided cervical spine pain with radiation into the right occipital and ocular area. Pain is provoked with right rotation and/or backward bending of the cervical spine. Patient denies numbness, tingling, or pain in the upper extremities.

   Passive intervertebral motion assessments reveal moderate restriction with mild reactivity at the right C3-C4 facet joint for both upglide and downglide assessment.

   Strength test reveals 4/5 strength anterior cervical muscles, cervical spine multifidus muscles, and bilateral lower trapezius.

   Perform two manipulation techniques and instruct the patient in two home exercises appropriate for his condition. Demonstrate a thrust manipulation of the T6-T7 segment using the supine thoracic manipulation technique. Instruct in deep neck flexor strengthening program. Document the treatment.

2. A 36-year-old female complains of right midthoracic area pain that is provoked with deep breathing and rotation of the thorax to the left. Pain is worse toward the end of the day, especially after working at her computer station at work. Pain is relieved with resting in a supported position.

   Passive intervertebral motion assessments reveal moderate limitation with mild reactivity with right rotation at the T5-T6 level and severe reactivity with minimal restriction with backward bending of T4-T5 level.

   Strength test reveal 4/5 strength middle trapezius.

   Length test reveal moderate tightness of pectoralis major muscle.

   Conduct a work site ergonomic evaluation. Demonstrate a thrust manipulation of the T6-T7 segment using the supine thoracic manipulation technique. Instruct your patient in two home exercises appropriate for her problems. Document the treatment.

3. A 22-year-old college student strained his back playing basketball 4 weeks prior to initial examination. Pain is provoked with transition motions such as sit-to-stand and rolling over in bed. Pain is focused in the right midlumbar area and occasional right buttock area pain. Lumbar active range of motion is 50% forward bending with deviation to the right, 50% right rotation, 85% left rotation, 50% left sidebending, 80% right sidebending, 50% backward bending.

   Passive intervertebral motion testing reveals moderate restriction with moderate reactivity of forward bending, right rotation, and left side-bending at the L3-L4 level. Hypermobility is noted at the L4-L5 level with minimal reactivity.

   Strength testing reveals 3/5 multifidus and lower abdominal strength.
Perform two mobilizations and instruct the patient in two exercises appropriate for his condition. Document the treatment. Demonstrate a thrust manipulation of the right L3-L4 facet joint using the lumbar side-lying rotation manipulation technique.

4. A 22-year-old female presents with right-sided facial and jaw pain following a motor vehicle accident 4 weeks ago. Patient reports an increased pain with yawning and chewing and limited ability to fully open her mouth. Mandibular dynamics reveal a 25-mm opening with deviation to the right, 5-mm lateral excursion left, 10-mm lateral excursion right, 4-mm protrusion with deviation to the right. Accessory motion testing of the right TMJ reveals moderate limitation with moderate reactivity. Strength of the lateral and medial pterygoid muscles and tongue are 3/5 with poor endurance noted.

Perform two manipulation techniques and instruct the patient in two exercises appropriate for her condition. Document the treatment. Demonstrate a thrust manipulation of the T6-T7 segment using the supine thoracic manipulation technique.

5. A 75-year-old male with a 10-year history of back pain and stiffness reports bilateral leg pain that is brought on by walking up to 500 feet and is relieved with sitting. AROM lumbar spine reveals 50% of expected range in all planes of motion. Passive intervertebral motion testing reveals severe limitation with minimal reactivity with forward bending, right sidebending, and left rotation at L5-S1, L4-L5, and L3-L4 segments. Myofascial tightness is also noted at a moderate level of lumbar paraspinal tissues and moderate tightness is noted of the hip flexors (iliopsoas) and anterior hip capsule, bilaterally.

Conduct a two-stage treadmill test on this patient. Perform two mobilizations/ manipulation techniques to the bilateral hip joints designed to address the above impairments. Perform an unweighted treadmill ambulation session and design a progressive weight-bearing program. Demonstrate a thrust manipulation of the right L3-L4 facet joint using the lumbar rotation manipulation technique. Document the treatment.
Instructional Resource List

Purpose

The purpose of this section is to provide a list of instructional resources for faculty members to use when designing and modifying curriculum. An exhaustive search was not performed to compile these resources; however, much of the current best evidence available related to manipulation in the peer-reviewed literature is provided. Key references as well as textbooks and educational CD-ROMs are identified. An evidence-based approach is of course recommended, and the information in this section is designed to assist faculty in compiling evidence based instructional resources. Faculty and students are encouraged to regularly visit the search engines listed to enhance and update this section.
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Search Engines

www.aota.org/hookedonevidence
The American Physical Therapy Association Hooked on Evidence database is an APTA members-only Web site. It represents a "grassroots" effort to develop a database containing current research evidence on physical therapy interventions. The Hooked on Evidence project was motivated by a concern that clinicians lacked access to the knowledge available from current research, thus hindering evidence-based practice.

MEDLINE is the National Library of Medicine’s premier bibliographic database covering the fields of medicine, nursing, dentistry, veterinary medicine, the health care system, and the preclinical sciences. MEDLINE contains bibliographic citations and author abstracts from more than 4,000 biomedical journals published in the United States and 70 other countries.

www.pedro.fhs.usyd.edu.au/PEDro
PEDro is the Physiotherapy Evidence Database. It has been developed to give physiotherapists and others rapid access to bibliographic details and abstracts of randomized controlled trials and systematic reviews in physiotherapy. Most trials on the database have been rated for quality to help you quickly discriminate between trials that are likely to be valid and interpretable and those which are not.

http://www.cochrane.org/index0.htm
Cochrane Reviews are full-text articles reviewing the effects of healthcare. The reviews are highly structured and systematic, with evidence included or excluded on the basis of explicit quality criteria, to minimize bias. Data are often combined statistically (with meta-analysis) to increase the power of the findings of numerous studies, each too small to produce reliable results individually. Unfortunately, this is a fee-based system; however, the abstracts are freely available and you can request the articles from your facility’s medical librarian.
Peer-Reviewed Articles

Spine-Related Articles


**Extremity-Related Articles**


**Clinical Practice Guidelines**


2. Evidence-Based Clinical Practice Guideline Working Group, V D. *Low Back Pain or Sciatica in the Primary Care Setting*. In: *Office of Quality and Performance Publication 10Q-CPG/LBP-99*. Veterans Health Administration and Health Affairs, Department of Defense; 1999.


**Additional Resources**


**Non-Refereed Material**

**Textbooks**


**Electronic Textbooks**


Course Notes


APTA and AAOMPT Resources

3. Description of Advanced Clinical Practice, Orthopaedic Manual Physical Therapy, AAOMPT.
5. APTA Clinical Residency Guidelines.
Faculty and Clinical Instructors

Recommended Qualifications

Recommended Qualifications for Academic Faculty

Qualifications of instructors responsible for the cognitive and psychomotor content in professional physical therapist curricula are described below. These are recommended qualifications, which academic programs can utilize when planning faculty development processes and resources.

1. Faculty actively engages in clinical practice within the area of their expertise and instruction.
2. Faculty possesses teaching experience that preferably includes mentoring or formal training in educational processes and methods.
3. Faculty utilizes and applies evidence-based concepts within both clinical practice and teaching.

In addition, it is desirable and preferred that faculty be trained and examined in didactic (OCS can fulfill this requirement) and psychomotor areas of manual therapy, including thrust techniques, or the equivalency. Completion of Clinical Residency and Fellowship programs in manual therapy, certification in manual therapy, fellow status in AAOMPT, and ABPTS Orthopedic Certified Specialist are all appropriate avenues and credentials for faculty with responsibilities in this area to pursue. In addition, individuals with extensive experience and self-study without formal training and examination may also be well qualified for instructional responsibilities in manipulation.

In addition to the above preferred qualifications, it is also expected that faculty from accredited physical therapist programs meet required qualifications for academic faculty including, but not limited to, postprofessional degrees and active engagement in or a record of scholarly activity (as defined by CAPTE) that contributes to the professional body of knowledge.

Recommended Qualifications for Professional Clinical Instructors

The recommended qualifications of clinical instructors to mentor professional physical therapist students in manual therapy principles/techniques, within the clinical environment, are as follows:

1. Clinical instructors are actively engaged in clinical practice within the area of clinical expertise and instruction. Applications of manual therapy/manipulation principles/techniques are performed as a routine component of clinical practice.
2. Experience and/or training in the area of clinical teaching and mentoring is preferred.
3. Clinical instructors utilize and apply evidence-based concepts within their clinical practice.

In addition, it is desirable for clinical instructors to receive training in cognitive and psychomotor principles/techniques of manual therapy and clinical instruction. Pursuit of training in manipulation and education methods is appropriate professional development activities for clinical instructors. The APTA Clinical Instructor Education and Credentialing program, as well as approved APTA clinical residency and fellowship programs and other types of training that lead to manual therapy certification and/or fellowship in the AAOMPT, are desirable qualifications for clinical faculty.
Professional Development

The following is a list of suggested methods and/or mechanisms that faculty and clinical instructors may pursue to prepare them to teach and remain current in the manual therapy component of the professional physical therapist curriculum.

1. Enter a formal APTA-credentialed orthopedic physical therapy residency and/or an APTA-credentialed manual therapy fellowship. The residency/fellowship may be completed as a component of the individual’s clinical requirement, or when an available sabbatical may be indicated.

2. Participate in membership within the AAOMPT, APTA’s Orthopaedic Section, and/or APTA’s Education Section. Membership in these groups offer individual professional development opportunities (ie, educational, networking, etc). The AAOMPT offers the opportunity to sit for a challenge examination, which when passed, grants the individual fellow status within the AAOMPT. The preparation process leading up to the exam, which includes the development of a professional portfolio, is an excellent method to attain professional development.

3. The APTA Education Section has offered a development course for new faculty and faculty at other levels of experience, which serves as an excellent mechanism to promote faculty development in the area of educational process and methods.

4. Physical therapist education programs can request that their institution sponsor educational classes/courses and/or workshops to improve the core/adjunct faculty members and clinical instructors teaching/mentoring ability.

5. Physical therapist education programs can cosponsor manual therapy CEU courses to assist the core/adjunct faculty and clinical instructors to improve their didactic knowledge and psychomotor skill level.

6. APTA offers professional development courses for clinical instructors that may lead to an individual becoming a Credentialed Clinical Instructor. This will be an extremely valuable asset for those functioning as clinical mentors.

7. APTA is currently offering advanced clinical practice CEU courses, which assists individuals to obtain further knowledge within the area of orthopedic manual physical therapy.

8. The pursuit of a postprofessional degree will assist an individual with professional development, particularly if the degree is in the area of orthopedic manual physical therapy or other related area of study.

9. Pursuit of the OCS will also be valuable for professional development. Similar to the AAOMPT challenge exam, it is not the test itself that provides the professional development, but rather the preparation process to sit for the exam, which provides the beneficial learning experience.

Current programming at professional conferences such as the APTA’s Combined Section Meeting, APTA’s Annual Conference, and the AAOMPT’s Annual Conference provide valuable training in the area of orthopedic manual physical therapy. Programming specifically developed to assist faculty and CIs in the development of teaching and/or mentoring skill in manual therapy are offered by AAOMPT and often presented in conjunction with APTA and the Orthopaedic Section.
Locating Qualified Faculty and Clinical Instructors

Physical therapist programs interested in locating new faculty or clinical instructors with background and training related to manual therapy and manipulation may wish to contact the following:

AAOMPT, for a list of Fellows (there are more than 300). In addition, a list of residency and fellowship programs recognized by AAOMPT is available through the AAOMPT office. Residency programs jointly recognized by the AAOMPT and APTA can be located by contacting either AAOMPT or APTA (www.apta.org/Education/clinical/apta_crtdt_clncl_rdncy).

APTA, which recognizes clinical residency and fellowship programs in orthopedic physical therapy, in addition to the programs in orthopedic manual physical therapy jointly recognized by AAOMPT and APTA. Individual residency programs often provide lists of graduates and faculty by geographic regions to schools or clinicians interested in identifying individuals with expertise in manipulation, either for clinical consultation or teaching.

ABPTS, which may be contacted for lists of individuals board certified in orthopedic physical therapy in particular geographic areas (www.apta.org/Education/specialist/dir_cert_cln_pt-85-97).

In addition, programs attempting to identify new faculty or clinical instructors may also wish to contact individual members of the committees listed in the contact list who are located in or near their geographic area for assistance in locating appropriately qualified individuals. The Contact List at the end of this manual provides the Internet address, mailing addresses, and telephone information for the organizations and individuals mentioned above.
Contact List

This section includes a resource/contact list for physical therapists searching for information to assist with the development and implementation of curricula and courses covering manipulation. Organizations and individuals are listed that can be utilized to answer questions, gain guidance, and/or other forms of assistance.

Manipulation Task Force, Manipulation Education Committee

Patricia M King, PT, MA, MTC (chair)
Department of Physical Therapy, Tennessee State University
3500 John Merritt Blvd.
Nashville, TN 37209
615/963-1388
pking3@tnstate.edu

William Boissonnault, PT, DHSc, FAAOMPT
Program in Physical Therapy, University of Wisconsin
5190 MSC Bldg
Madison, WI
608/263-5095
boiss@surgery.wisc.edu

Dick Erhard, PT, DC, FAAOMPT
University of Pittsburgh
6035 Forbes Tower
Pittsburgh, PA 15260
412/383-6640
erhardre@upmc.edu

Timothy W Flynn, PT, PhD, OCS, FAAOMPT
Regis University-Department of Physical Therapy
3333 Regis Blvd, G-4
Denver, CO 80221-1099
303/964-5137
tflynn@regis.edu

Ken Olson, PT, DHSc, OCS, FAAOMPT
Northern Rehab and Sports Med ASC
3266 Resource Drive
DeKalb, IL 60115
Work: 815/756-8524
olsonpt@comcast.net

Stanley V Paris, PT, PhD, FAPTA, FAAOMPT
19 Dolphin Drive
St Augustine, FL 32084
904/826-0084
sparis@usa.edu
Catherine Patla, PT, DHSc, OCS, FAAOMPT
University of St Augustine for Health Sciences
1 University Blvd
St Augustine, FL 32080
904/826-0084, ext 254
cpatla@USA.edu

Robert H Rowe, PT, DMT, MHS, FAAOMPT
LSUHSC, Department of Physical Therapy
1900 Gravier Street
New Orleans, LA 70112
Work: 504/568-4288; Home: 985/645-9329; Fax: 504/568-8662
rrowe@lsuhsc.edu

Barbara Sanders, PT, PhD, SCS
Professor and Chair, Department of Physical Therapy
Associate Dean, College of Health Professions
Texas State University-San Marcos
601 University Drive
San Marcos, TX 78666
512/245-3495; Fax: 512/245-8736
barbsanders@txstate.edu

Phil Sizer, PT, PhD, MOMT
Associate Professor and Program Director
ScD Program, TTUHSC
3601 4th Street
Lubbock, TX 79430
806/743-3902
Phil.Sizer@TTMC.TTUHSC.EDU

Marcie Swift, MSPT, FAAOMPT
University of Kansas Medical Center
Department of Physical Therapy and Rehabilitation Sciences
Mailstop 2002, 3901 Rainbow Blvd
Kansas City, KS 66160
Work: 913/588-6759; Fax: 913/588-4568
mswift@kumc.edu

Robert S Wainner, PT, PhD, OCS, ECS, FAAOMPT
US Army-Baylor University, AMEDD Cand S Physical Therapy Branch
Ft Sam Houston, TX 78234-6138
210/221-6167; Fax: 210/221-8062
robert.wainner@cen.amedd.army.mil

Melissa Wolff-Burke, PT, EdD, ATC
Director of Clinical Education
Shenandoah University
Division of Physical Therapy
333 West Cork Street
Winchester, VA 22601
540/545-7238; Fax: 540/665-5530
mwolff@su.edu
APTA Manipulation Task Force

William Boissonnault, PT, DHSc, FAAOMPT
(Chair)
608/263-5095
boiss@surgery.wisc.edu

Joe Farrell, PT, MS, FAAOMPT
510/537-3991
jfarrelopt@sbcglobal.net

Helene Fearon, PT
602/997-7844
hfearon123@cs.com

Joe Godges, PT, MA, OCS
310/215-3665
godges@email.msn.com

Dave Johnson PT, PhD, FAAOMPT
405-271-2131
Davemjohnson@odashc.edu

Patricia (Trish) King, PT, MA, MTC
615/963-1388
pking3@tnstate.edu

Steve Levine, PT, MS, MSHA
410/560-3931
stevelevine@apta.org

Steve McDavitt, PT, MS, FAAOMPT
207/396-5165
scfm@mcdavittpt.com

Ken Olson, PT, DHSc, OCS, FAAOMPT
815/756-8524
olsonpt@comcast.net

Randy Roesch, PT, MBA
970/879-1999
rroesch@apta.org

Robert H Rowe, PT, DMT, MHS, FAAOMPT
504/568-4288
rrowe@lsuhsc.edu

Gwen Simons, PT
207-324-6789
gwen@optamaine.com

Ken Simons, PT, MS, OCS
207-324-6789
ksimons@optamaine.com

Robert S. Wainner, PT, PhD, OCS, ECS
Robert.wainner@cen.amfed.army.mil

APTA Government Affairs Office
Justin Elliott
Associate Director–State Relations
APTA Government Affairs Department
1111 North Fairfax Street
Alexandria, VA 22314
800/999-2782, ext 3161
Fax: 703/838-8919
justinelliott@apta.org
www.apta.org

APTA Education Section
1111 North Fairfax Street
Alexandria, VA 22314
703/706-3237
800/999-2782 ext. 3237
Fax: 703/706-8575
www.aptaeducation.org
APTA Orthopaedic Section
2920 East Avenue South, Suite 200
La Crosse, WI 54601-7202
800/444-3982
Fax: 608/788-3965
www.orthopt.org

American Academy of Orthopedic Manual Physical Therapy
Craig Crosby, Executive Director
1705 S Gadsden Street
Tallahassee, FL 32301
850/222-0397
Fax: 850/222-0342
crosby@fpta.org
www.aaompt.org

APTA Department of Education
1111 North Fairfax Street
Alexandria, VA 22314
800/999-2782, ext 8520
Fax: 703/838-8910
www.apta.org

APTA Department of Specialist Certification
1111 North Fairfax Street
Alexandria, VA 22314
800/999-2782, ext 8520
Fax: 703/838-8910
www.apta.org

APTA Department of Professional Development
1111 N Fairfax Street
Alexandria, VA 22314
800/999-2782, ext 3206
Fax: 703/838-8910
www.apta.org (for clinical residency and fellowships)